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On the hybrid modeling culture: using AI methods to 
boost global health and poverty research
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Structure of this talk

• Aim
• Scholars tend to view prediction and inference as two separate modes of statistical modeling, 

belonging to two different cultures: the algorithmic modeling culture versus the data 
modeling culture. 

• Via extensive mixing of ideas and practices of these cultures, a new hybrid modeling culture
has evolved. 

• In this talk, I will argue that although this hybrid culture is far from being the default mode of 
scientific thinking, it offers an intriguing new path forward for the applied health and social 
sciences.

• Outline
1. Thinking predictively, inferentially, and causally.
2. The rise of a hybrid modeling culture: using prediction for (causal) inference. 
3. A framework for using ML on three archetypical scientific problems.

1. Focus on effect modification, also known as conditional average treatment effect (CATE).
4. Summary. 



Thinking predictively, inferentially, and 
causally



Inference, the aim of the data modeling 
culture
• Leo Breiman, 2001, “Statistical modeling: the two cultures”, Statistical 

Science, identified the two first cultures: 



Prediction, the aim of the algorithmic 
modeling culture
• Leo Breiman, 2001, “Statistical modeling: the two cultures”, Statistical 

Science, provides a good starting point. 
• Algorithms usually refers to machine learning methods. 



The difference between prediction and inference 
corresponds in practice to the difference between 

�𝑌𝑌 and �̂�𝛽.
• In inference, we estimate 𝛽𝛽, given a pre-specified function, f, for 

example a linear model:
• 𝑌𝑌 = �̂�𝛽0 + �̂�𝛽1𝑇𝑇 + �̂�𝛽2𝑋𝑋 + 𝑒𝑒
• But the goal is not to predict �𝑌𝑌 for new data!

• In prediction, we let a supervised ML algorithm identify the relationship 
between Y and X by estimating f, for a specific function class, F, to 
predict �𝑌𝑌 for new data.

• But the goal is not to produce unbiased estimate(s) of  �̂�𝛽!
• Bias-variance tradeoff: can deliberately bias the model to reduce variance

• �𝑌𝑌 = 𝑓𝑓 𝑋𝑋
• In ML, 𝑓𝑓 , can be many things… 



In ML, 𝑓𝑓 𝑋𝑋 , can be many things
• Trees, Neural nets, ensembles (average the result over many f), etc.
• The goal of all of them (supervised), however, is to predict �𝒀𝒀 for new 

data.



In sum, ML infuses a shift from �̂�𝛽-problems to �𝑌𝑌-problems. 



So, what statistical culture should we follow?

• Breiman wanted more scholars to 
endorse the algorithmic culture and its 
�𝑌𝑌-problems.

• Others are echoing that call. See for 
example the following overviews: 

• Mullainathan & Spiess 2017 in economics, 
• Cranmer & Desmarais 2017 in political science, 
• Molina & Garip 2019 in sociology, 
• Yarkoni & Westfall 2017 in psychology, 
• Wiemken and Kelley 2020 in public health. 

(c.f., with Kino et al 2021) 



If the main goal of the sciences 
is to explain reality (nature, 

society), then there is one way 
forward…



Synthesizing the two cultures 
into a third: the hybrid 

modeling culture (HMC). 
Melting the distinction between �𝑌𝑌 and �̂�𝛽.



A hybrid modeling culture: a framework that 
unifies prediction and inference
• The ultimate goal of the hybrid culture, as in the data-modeling culture, 

is to advance applied science in explaining phenomena of  interest. 
• HMC synthesizes two elements, one from DMC and one from AMC:

1. In kinship with DMC, the HMC stipulate a causal structure on “nature” to test 
a model (hence, theory-driven and hypothesis-testing oriented);

2. In kinship with AMC, the HMC tends to mobilize the modeling power of 
machine learning for estimation. 

 The hybrid culture melts the distinction between �𝑌𝑌 and �̂�𝛽. (Now, �𝑌𝑌-problems 
encompasses all types of problems. E.g., the �̂�𝜏-problem replaces the �̂�𝛽-problem 
in causal inference.)
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Central practices of the hybrid-modeling culture



�̂�𝜏 = �Y 1 − �Y 0

(Causal inference)



The fundamental problem of causal inference 

• The potential outcome framework. We cannot observe a person’s, i, 
two outcomes (Yi): with an exposure (X=1) and without it (X=0). If we 
could then, we could calculate individual-level treatment (ITE) effect 
directly: 

• Define potential outcomes as a missing data problem.
X Y(1) Y(0) τ

Jane 1 20 ? ?

John 1 30 ? ?

Joe 0 ? 25 ?

Jan 0 ? 22 ?



ML imputes potential outcomes
• Assuming ignorability
• Estimate ITE for all children, with and without IMF programs:

• By imputing potential outcomes, we get to see the other previously 
hidden half of the data X Y(1) Y(0) τ

Jane 1 20 ? ?

John 1 30 ? ?

Joe 0 ? 25 ?

Jan 0 ? 22 ?



ML imputes potential outcomes
• Assuming ignorability
• Estimate ITE for all children, with and without IMF programs:

• By imputing potential outcomes, we get to see the other previously 
hidden half of the data X Y(1) Y(0) τ

Jane 1 20 25 -5

John 1 30 32 -2

Joe 0 23 25 -2

Jan 0 24 22 +2



Natural disasters and mental health in social epidemiology





Conceptual framework (DAG): 
identifying IMF treatment 
effect on child poverty

• IMF affects child poverty via the red paths.
• By doing the following, (1) conditioning on 

observables and…
• ….(2) blocking the backdoor path SELECTION INTO

IMFt-2 POLITICAL WILLt-2 CHILD POVERTYt …
• …we posit conditional ignorability. That is:



Average IMF impact Impact heterogeneity by 
children
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Impact by children shows the maximum amount of impact heterogeneity that micro variables can induce.



Impact by society

Turns out that Tanzania has one of 
highest IMF conditionality burden…
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Which variables are predictive of impact 
heterogeneity?



Impact heterogeneity 
by family wealth
• Children of the middle-social 

stratum are affected at least as hard 
by the macroeconomic shockwaves 
than children of the top and 
bottom strata (quintiles). 
Top quintile families can protect 
their children better than families of 
the other social strata
 Bottom quintile families are 
already relatively excluded. 



Impact heterogeneity by 
governments’ education 
spending
• For those children residing in 

societies that spend most on 
education, are at a higher risk 
of falling into poverty during 
IMF programs. 
 In the interest of balancing 
governments’ budget, the IMF 
aims to reduce public spending, 
including health and education 
expenses. 



If one has tabular data, then 
analyzing CATE is straightforward.

Can we analyze CATE if we lack 
tabular data?



In the AI and Global Development Lab, we are 
developing frameworks for using satellite images 
for causal inference















Identifying mechanisms (mediation) at the 
neighborhood level via videos

Egypt examples



But there are data challenges
Corrupted-signal example from 
Ghana and Nigeria

Too-rapid-change example 
from Egypt





…and Beyond

• Applied research on global Sustainable Development
• Incorporate climate change, economic and ecological systems

• Methodological development for planetary wide health and social science
• Statistical work on integrating causality and prediction 
• Moving beyond the qualitative and quantitative divide: 

• Create a framework for qualitative potential outcomes (e.g., thought experiments) to 
generate new hypotheses and spur new research. 

• Grounded theory for causal inference (analyzing CATE and ITE). 

• Meta-theoretical development
• Linking analytical sociology to (statistical) causal inference 
• Formulating an ontological and epistemological foundation for computational 

social science 



Summary

• New methods available. Currently, social scientist operate mostly in 
methods from traditional statistics and less so from data science.

• New data sources combined with ML brings new opportunities to global 
health and poverty research and policy. 

• Towards a new social-scientific frontier:
A mixture of research modes beyond the qualitative and quantitative 

divide.



Funded mainly by the Swedish Research Council (SRC)Adel.daoud@liu.se and global-lab.ai   
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More information at 

• global-lab.ai (website of AI and Global Development Lab)
• We are recruiting both CS and social or epi postdocs with strong skills in data 

science and causal inference.

• adeldaoud.se (my website) and adel.daoud@liu.se
• Additionally, check out The Journeys of Scholars at YouTube. A 

conversation-style podcast with top scholars, about “deciphering the 
pursuit of excellence.” 
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